Formation of Cu
2+ -doped S-DNA thin film Figure S1 . Schematics of the formation of Cu 2+ -doped S-DNA thin film. weights increased and vice versa. If the δ value was 0, the synaptic weights were not updated.
After updating the synaptic weights, we moved to the next set of learning data.
Test phase of MNIST simulation. Figure S7 . Testing process flow of MNIST pattern simulation. Figure S7 shows the testing process flow using the MNIST test dataset. This process is used to evaluate how well the trained ANN recognizes MNIST handwritten single-digit images. Thus, the MNIST test dataset, which consists of 10,000 testing images and their representative labels, does not overlap with the learning dataset. From transmitting MNIST testing data to calculating output values, the process flow is the same as that of the learning process. After calculating the output values, we compared the "maximum output neuron number," the number assigned to the output neuron with the largest output value, with the label data. If they were equal, we judged the inference result as "correct" and vice versa. After testing 10,000 images, we calculated the recognition rate for the ANN by dividing the number of "correct" results by 10,000.
MNIST simulation using a multilayer perceptron-based ANN. Figure S8 shows an MNIST simulation that uses a three-layer perceptron-based ANN (400 × 100 × 10) constructed with Cu 2+ -doped S-DNA devices. The MNIST simulation was conducted on the "+NeuroSim" platform, [S1] which is based on the multilayer perceptron (MLP) model with a stochastic gradient descent weight update. As shown in Figure S6 (b), the recognition rate after 60,000 learning phases increased from 89.42% to 91.61% as the Cu 2+ concentration increased from 0 to 1 mM. In this MLP-based prediction of the recognition rate, we investigated once again how the LTP nonlinearity (α p ) affects the recognition rate. Figure   S8 (c) shows the MNIST simulation results for various α p values (16, 64, -64, and -16) , where α d = 16, P max = 64 and ΔG = 10. For α p > 0, the recognition rates after learning with 60,000
MNIST data were lower than 40%. However, as the symmetry of the LTP/LTD characteristics improved (α p = -16 and -64 for α d = 16), the recognition rates increased up to approximately 90%, indicating that symmetry is an important parameter that can improve the recognition rate. [S2] AFM image and depth profile of S-DNA electrolyte. Table S1 . Benchmarking table obtained on the "+Neurosim" MLP-based platform.
